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ABOUT THIS REPORT
Understanding your workforce challenges in 2022 and beyond

T

he events of 2020 have impacted the world in a number of
unprecedented ways. A novel virus spread around the globe,
creating a health pandemic that stopped the world in its tracks when
it came to making predictions about the future. Simultaneously,
however, time has moved at warp speed, with social and workplaces
standards rapidly evolving to facilitate a new status quo. This rapid
growth is most visible in the workplace, where workers and employers
alike continue to analyze and predict how we will define the future of
work. AgileOne explored this topic in-depth for our first Workforce
Solutions Market Overview in early 2021, where we took a hard look
at the workforce management challenges that business leaders were
facing in this new world of work.
As the workforce market continues to evolve, we are excited to
present Edition 2 of this series of workforce solutions reports by
AgileOne. In the pages that follow, we offer our market insights to
update business leaders and their organizations on what they can
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expect from the workforce solutions market in 2022 and beyond.
Specifically, we concentrate on how the race for talent is changing in
the U.S. and EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa) markets. What’s
the perspective of talent today? How are regional challenges affecting
the talent market? Why is it so critical to start thinking differently
about how you source, hire, and retain people? And what can you
do now to address your own talent shortages, embrace the most
important workforce trends, and develop a better workforce strategy?
There are several optimistic trends to watch in the current and postCOVID job market environment. However, there are still many marketrelated issues to consider, like the far-reaching effects of the ongoing
supply chain crisis and a global talent shortage expected to reach 85
million people in the next decade.1 These are just a few of the reasons
your organization needs to remain vigilant in its knowledge and
understanding of how innovative solutions can help you successfully
navigate and build the workforce of the future.
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TALENT MARKET OVERVIEW
WHAT’S IN A NUMBER?

More jobs + a constrained talent pipeline have created a global crisis that will reach the breaking point soon

85

million
Global skilled
worker shortage

$8.5

trillion

Global lost revenue due to
skilled worker shortage

A

talent shortage of 85 million – we’re repeating it for a reason.
It’s a large number that carries even larger implications for
practically every employer looking to make a hire. This is the total
number of jobs that will be vacant by 2030 because of a shortage
of skilled labor. This unprecedented talent shortage is expected to
negatively impact companies on a large scale. Without being able to
employ skilled talent to perform critical work, organizations could lose
an astounding $8.5T in annual revenue.2
However, despite how challenging it will be in the next several
years to source talent, job markets seem to be stronger than ever.
Employers are hiring around the globe at pre-pandemic levels, with
45,000 organizations across 43 countries reporting in June 2021 that
year-over-year hiring outlooks are expected to remain strong.3 With
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69

trillion

Employers across 43 countries
who can’t fill job vacancies

15

Number of years since
the world talent shortage
was as high as forecast
for 2022

unemployment rates still relatively high in many parts of the world,
many employers assume it will be easy to fill jobs moving forward. But
this isn’t the case.
In the U.S., for example, while the number of job openings has surged
by 33% since the end of 2019, 9 million people are still out of work.4
EMEA is also experiencing a similar trend. So, while hiring plans have
increased in the 22 biggest EMEA markets, employers continue to
experience difficulties with filling open roles, especially in France,
Romania, and Italy. Additionally, in 2022, employers will be staring
down the highest level of global talent shortages in 15 years.5 This
explains why nearly 70% of employers continue to report that they’re
unable to fill critical job vacancies.6
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JOB SEEKERS + JOB VACANCIES: WHERE’S THE DISCONNECT?

T

alent shortages are a complex problem, and no two regions ever have the same factors at play. Changing demographics, public policies,
wages, supply and demand, and the education system are culturally specific challenges that will always affect different talent markets in
different ways. However, the pandemic has created exceptions by introducing forced lifestyle changes across cultures: almost everyone had
to quarantine; people remain concerned about their health and workplace safety; the logistics of going to work, such as arranging childcare,
became either more difficult or more expensive; and many people would now prefer to work from home rather than work a job that requires
them to be onsite.
These are just a few of the ways in which the pandemic has fundamentally shifted our thinking with workforces and employment. Unfortunately,
the three biggest pre-COVID trends affecting the global talent pipeline also continue to influence and shape the impending talent shortage of
2022 and beyond.8
Older workers are leaving the job: In the
U.S., Baby Boomers still make up one-third
of the workforce, and they are currently
leaving in record numbers. The pandemic has
accelerated this trend. By the fall of 2020,
nearly 30 million Baby Boomers were forced
out of their job, creating an untenable gap in
the skilled labor pool.
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Younger people don’t have the skills to take
over: Millennials today make up the largest
pool of workers. Some are succeeding, but
many are struggling to rise to the challenge
of demanding roles or facing steep learning
curves for skilled labor jobs. Experts agree
that the experience of millennials often falls
short of those who are older and have left the
workforce.
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Changing needs and expectations are
affecting it all: The technologies that will
define and augment our lives in the future
demand highly-specialized skills. Yet even
unskilled workers are demanding more
pay and better benefits than they have
traditionally received across industries. The
effects of the pandemic are expected to
only strengthen workers’ resolve for better
treatment, as well as employers’ needs to fill
technically challenging roles.
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Job Vacancies

Soft skills matter too:
These are difficult to recruit for, but no
less important to employers who are
looking for top talent post-COVID:9

Percentage change since Q4 2019

-6%

UNITED
KINGDOM

33%

UNITED
STATES

9%

30%
ISRAEL

CANADA

54 %

Resilience and adaptability

AUSTRALIA

Critical thinking and analysis

Problem-solving

Collaborative working style

Note: Most recent data: United States, May 2021; Canada, Q2 2021; United Kingdon, April 2021; Israel, June 2021; and
Australia, Q2 2021
Sources: US Bureau of Labor Statistics; Statistics Canada; UK Office for National Statistics; Israel Central Bureau of
Statistics; and Australian Bureau of Statistics; all accessed via Haver Analytics7

Creativity and originality
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IN WHICH SECTORS ARE WE SEEING
SHORTAGES?
Some industries are poised to bear more of the burden of solving the talent pipeline puzzle

C

urrently, the industries that are struggling the most to find talent are the industries with
highly technical work that’s dependent on employees who are advanced in their training
and careers. In this section of the report, we’ve highlighted four industries where it will be
critical to develop and implement more strategic workforce solutions.

Did you know?
For finance and TMT,
employers may need to start
looking more closely at India
than ever before. This is the
only country in the world
expected to have a surplus of
both finance and technology
labor by 2030.10

Hurtling toward 2030: Sector talent pressures at a glance

Financial services

Technology

Manufacturing

Pharma

Will lose a projected $435.69
billion in unrealized economic
output in the U.S.

Will fail to realize 9% of sector
potential in the UK

Will fail to realize $194.61 billion
in Japan, the world’s third-largest
manufacturing economy

Will continue to face a dearth of
STEM workers in all regions even
as the sector grows on a global
basis
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Financial and
Business Services

Technology, Media, and
Telecommunications (TMT)

T

N

According to a study by Korn Ferry on what the world of work will
look like by 2030, these talent shortages will create staggering
financial consequences in practically every country. In particular, due
to finance sector-specific talent shortages, the world economy could
experience an unrealized economic output of $1.3T. For the world’s
top five financial centers — the U.S., China, UK, Germany, and France
— lost economic output is projected to be almost $871B. The U.S.
alone is expected to lose close to $436B in economic output due to
the dearth of skilled finance and business professionals.12

Global labor shortages in TMT are expected to reach a total of 4.7
million people by 2030. The implications of this shortage exceed the
need to create a better technology talent pipeline. In the U.S., for
example, labor shortages could end up impacting its status as the
global tech center. Japan could experience similar consequences since
it’s predicted to have a TMT talent shortage of 500,000 workers and
potentially lose its spot as a top-5 global tech market by 2030. The UK
will also be impacted, with their TMT labor shortage being expected to
contribute to a loss of 9 percent of possible sector revenue by 2030.13

his sector is extremely important to the world economy,
impacting practically every other sector in some capacity.
However, financial and business services are projected to suffer the
most because of severe shortages. For reference, the projected
global shortfall of about 10.7 million workers by 2030 is roughly 45
times the current global workforce of HSBC Bank.11
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ormally, we characterize this sector as one of the most stable and
untouchable industries in the world. With consumers’ continuous
inclination to purchase the latest gadgets, entertainment, and
communications tools that define our modern lives, it seems as though
the TMT sector’s growth can’t be stopped. However, this industry is
already being greatly impacted by a lack of talent with necessary skills.
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Manufacturing

Pharmaceuticals

M

W

anufacturing is a foundational industry for economies,
particularly for emerging and developing markets that rely on
this critical industry to maintain upward growth. This is why talent
shortages in this sector are especially impactful: if emerging markets
don’t have access to the right talent, they are at risk of falling short
of their organizational goals and needs, including the ability to
meet domestic product demand, generation of export revenue, and
providing the equipment and instruments other sectors need in
order to operate.
Manufacturing was already facing a significant talent shortage
before COVID-19. According to a recent survey of 300 U.S.-based
and multinational manufacturers, 38 percent of respondents
found it difficult to locate people with the right skills prior to the
pandemic. The pandemic increased this number, with 54 percent of
manufacturers indicating that talent shortages are more tenable than
ever.14 Now, even developing countries with strong manufacturing
centers like Brazil are anticipating years of talent shortages. Brazil
will experience worker shortages totaling 1.7 million, and the U.S. will
have a shortfall of 383,000 similar workers, equal to 10 percent of its
highly-skilled workforce.15
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ith so much of our pandemic recovery continuing to rely on
expertise from the pharmaceutical industry, currently, this sector
is particularly vulnerable to talent shortages. With the impending
talent shortages leading up to 2030, this sector will directly experience
the impact, particularly as a direct result of the years-long trend of
talent sourcing and hiring of skilled professionals in STEM fields.
This is why the pharmaceutical industry is now offering sign-on
bonuses for many roles — but it’s also why, in one area for community
pharmacists in the UK, 1 in 10 jobs remains unfilled.16 As the
pharmaceutical industry finds itself at one of its most pivotal moments
in modern history, experts agree it is time to finally fix the foundational
challenges of attracting both the STEM talent needed to develop
products and the IT talent needed to support digital developments.17

9

NORTH AMERICA’S TALENT CONUNDRUM:
A SPOTLIGHT ON THE U.S.
With more people than ever voluntarily leaving the workforce, U.S. companies
face challenging years ahead to recruit and retain the right talent

No easy answer
on mandates 18
The science is clear: COVID-19
vaccines work. But what’s not
working for employers now is
worker resistance to vaccine
mandates. From a recent survey:

82%

of company executives
say mandates make it
difficult to maintain
engagement and morale

W

ith so many people temporarily leaving the U.S. workforce in
the early days of COVID-19, it was difficult to predict the current
problem: A lot of job openings without enough qualified workers to fill
them. This is the current workforce environment of North America, as
companies work to move past the pandemic and begin to contemplate
new talent sourcing strategies that effectively attract talent.
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40%

of U.S. workers
are unsupportive
of mandates

72%

of organizations

say vaccine requirements
will make regular business
operations more difficult

According to data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS),
from August 2020 to August 2021, job openings climbed 61% across
the U.S. However, worker sentiments were slowly changing during
those months, and by the summer of 2021, 4.3 million American
employees – or 2.9 percent of the total workforce – had voluntarily
quit their jobs.19 This “quit rate” is an all-time high according to the
BLS, and it’s indicative of Americans finding it easier in today’s job
market to leave the workforce.
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Cultural Factors for North American Talent
The quit rate in North America is perhaps one of the most important
reasons for U.S. employers to change their talent sourcing, attraction,
and hiring strategies. Though offering higher salaries can effectively
attract talent, American workers are starting to value other workplace
and employment opportunities just as much as higher compensation.
Potential job perks and advantages, including better work-life balance,
opportunities to advance, better benefits, and working for companies
that value outcomes over output have all become increasingly
important to talent. Whatever employers do to attract talent in North
America in 2022 and beyond, their strategies must expand beyond
higher compensation.

48

%
of American
workers rethinking
the type of job
they want
altogether20

What’s driving the talent migration?

A quarter of workers (24%) are planning to look for a new job post-pandemic. Workers planning to leave cite many
reasons including compensation, work and life balance challenges and limited growth opportunities.21

50%

Compensation

38%

Work/life balance
challenges
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34%

Lack of growth
opportunities
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24%

Tired of working on
the same things

23%

Lack of learning
opportunities
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THE TALENT SHORTAGE IN EUROPE
Shoring up the workforce in this region will require solutions as
diverse as EMEA itself

E

urope, the Middle East, and Africa (EMEA) are
experiencing similar talent shortages. In this diverse
set of regions, sourcing and retaining workers has
become an unmitigated challenge, with a collective
talent shortage predicted to reach 14.3 million people
by 2030.22 A single solution won’t solve the unique
talent challenges of each region; cultural knowledge
and innovative talent solutions will be key in addressing
talent shortages by country. In the Swedish city of
Gothenberg, for example, some nurses are now only
working 6 hours a day, saying that they are healthier,
happier, and more productive as a result.23
As other EMEA countries consider similar workplace
measures, we highlight three other big economies
in Europe on the following pages, discussing talent
solutions and strategies that could help employers
adapt to their unique talent challenges.
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UNITED KINGDOM

B

rexit initially facilitated a talent shortage, and COVID-19 noticeably
increased it: the United Kingdom is now experiencing its worst
talent shortage on record24 – including 100,000 care sector roles
unfilled.42 Many factors are involved, including the fact that the UK
can no longer source certain workers from the EU due to Brexitrelated regulations. This means many employers must rely solely on
UK citizens, who are either demanding higher pay in cities like London
or moving out of London and taking their higher salary expectations
with them. With some cross-border recruitment options still in play,
it will be essential for British companies, especially those in the
pharmaceutical industry where the skills gap is huge, to devise better
sourcing and retention strategies such as upskilling.

Fast Fact:
For every job opening
in the UK by mid-2021,
employers were
receiving on average
just six applications.25
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NETHERLANDS

A

s a culture that has always focused on its talent and needs,
Dutch employers are now using that same strategy to tackle
local labor shortages. Like its EMEA neighbors, the Netherlands’
talent pool is at a historically low level. As a result, employers are
focusing on passion and purpose over perks,26 striving to infuse
the Dutch way of life into management practices. Employers can
continue to address talent shortages in the future by giving workers
resources and opportunities to gain technical and digital skills — and
to continue implementing innovative, adaptive solutions to meet the
demands of the future of work.27

Fast Fact:
The most critically needed
skills in Netherlands today
include those for commercial
driving, pharma, and
technology.28
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GERMANY

W

ith the distinction of having Europe’s largest economy, Germany
is particularly affected by the supply chain shortage due to
the country’s dependence on exports; nearly everything required
for manufacturing operations is in short supply.41 Germany is also
experiencing the impact of its labor shortage, which is affecting
every sector of the country’s business operations. From a high-level
view, Germany’s GDP is expected to grow by just 2.5 percent by the
end of 2021 as a direct result of the pandemic and associated labor
challenges.29 Germans also elected a new government in September
2021, which is expected to impact the labor market and create
uncertainty for 2022 and beyond. This uncertainty is supporting the
case for using more temp labor (i.e., contractors/contingent workers),
which will give German companies more flexibility for the changing

Fast Fact:
Germany’s federal labor
agency says it must attract
at least 400,000 skilled
immigrants annually to
keep up with
demand.30
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No Matter
Where Your
Company Does
Business—
How Will You
Adapt?

It’s important to
understand why the world is
facing such a collective shortage of
talent at this historical tipping point. It’s
also important to get the right insight for
your organization in order to address your
unique challenges and concerns.
In the concluding sections of this report,
we take a look at the various creative
solutions employers can adopt to
bridge the talent gap and achieve
organizational success in
2022 and beyond.

Future of
(Post-COVID) Work

32

%

of organizations

are replacing
full-time employees with
contingent workers.31
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CONSIDER CONTINGENT
A workforce free from the constraints of traditional models can
add value and flexibility to an organization in both prosperous and
challenging times

A

s the pandemic continues to define work in new ways, companies have been
reminded of how valuable contingent workers are in times of crisis. Historically,
organizations tend to spend more on contingent labor when there is operational
stress or unforeseen business need. This is an example of how contingent workers
can neatly accommodate situational challenges — but what about integrating a
contingent strategy into your overall workforce that’s adaptable and adds real
long-term value?
If the workforce effects of COVID-19 have shown business leaders anything, it’s that
implementing a contingent strategy should be a priority. In 2018, this working model
was already being used frequently; it was estimated that 20-35 percent of employees
at corporations were classified as contingent.32 By 2019, there were an estimated
54 million contingent workers in the U.S.33 Now, experts predict that over the next
four years, there will be more than 36 million people working remotely in the U.S.34 —
a large potential talent population for contingent workers who could help companies
bridge talent shortages worldwide.
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Acceleration
Generation
More than

80% of large corporations
plan to substantially increase
their use of a flexible
workforce post-COVID35

Benefits of considering contingent
for your workforce strategy



Stabilize business
operations




Stabilize workforce cost

Become more flexible in
your holistic workforce
model



Easily scale your
workforce up or down



Efficiently source talent
when and where you need
it most



Become better prepared to
deal with unforeseen talent
shortages in the future
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BECOME MORE PROACTIVE IN UPSKILLING
YOUR EMPLOYEES
Talent shortages will remain high without an effective strategy to help attract workers

T

he problem with filling jobs often arises because
there are not enough workers who possess the
required skills. This is why upskilling is a critical action
for companies to take in order to tackle the overall
talent shortage. According to the World Economic
Forum, skills gaps will remain high as in-demand skills
across jobs continuously change over the next five
years. Companies on average also estimate that around
40 percent of workers will require reskilling for up to six
months. At the same time, many more companies are
recognizing that perhaps the best time to “upskill” an
employee is while they’re performing their job duties.
94 percent of business leaders now expect employees
to learn as they go — a sharp increase from 65 percent
in 2018.37

What HR leaders are doing to accelerate workforce skills in
2021 and beyond36
Identifying new skills/capabilities needed for post-COVID-19 operations

53%

Developing remote working skills with an emphasis on virtual collaboration

48%

Exploring ways to efficiently move and develop talent based on skills

45%

Gathering information on individuals’ current skills

34%

Adding virtual experiences to mentoring on sponsorship programs

31%

Embracing virtual internships, job shadowing and other experiential learning

29%

Moving to “pay for skills” structures

10%

Reskilling is not a focus for us at this time

8%

Incentivizing employees close to retirement age to upskill younger workers

6%
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BREAKING DOWN BORDERS

Flex is Next
Many employers are now
embracing flexibility, with

An expanded geographical reach increases the size and diversity of
your candidate pool

T

he pandemic has had a clear and ongoing effect on the world of work, including
how and where we work. Workers want the flexibility of remote or hybrid
arrangements in the workplace to continue long-term. Employees who worked
remotely before the pandemic are predicted to increase their frequency of remote
work after returning to their offices, and employees who are new to remote work are
now expected to increase their participation in remote or hybrid work models.
Employers are taking notice of the demand for flexibility, with one survey reporting
that 76 percent of respondents offer increased flexible working to attract talent;
59 percent of respondents offer increased flexible work for talent retention.39 Not
only does flexibility serve to attract and retain talent, but adoption of a hybrid model
also stands to impact a company’s bottom line, with one report finding that an
employer can save about $11,000 per year for each employee.40

A company’s shift to flexible working also naturally expands the talent pool when it
comes to hiring since there is a fundamental change in how teams are structured.
This provides an employer with access to a global workforce with unique skillsets that
may be limited in the local candidate pool.

42% indicating

more than half their workforce
will adopt hybrid working
going forward.38

Benefits of breaking down borders
for your workforce strategy

Expansion of
candidate pool

Savings on the part of both
employer and talent

Engagement of diverse
communities

Enable participation of those
who would otherwise be unable
to participate in labor force
(e.g., women who have familial
responsibilities at home)

Improved talent attraction if
used as a recruitment tool,
and retention
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TOP-FIVE TAKEAWAYS

1.

Consider contingent.
In both prosperous and
challenging times, the
contingent workforce can
add value and flexibility,
and is poised to support
companies beyond the
pandemic. Partnering
with a managed service
provider like AgileOne
can be invaluable to you
and provide you with
innovative solutions for
sourcing talent.

2.

Source talent across
industries. Look beyond
your industry to find
qualified talent. Skilled
professionals aren’t
always accessible in your
own industry.
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3.

Reskill and upskill your
current workforce.
Engage your loyal
workforce with a
skills development
incentivization program
for your business. Design
internal processes that
connect skills to people,
talent to work, individual
interests to business
needs.
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4.

Flex is next. Consider
extending remote and
hybrid work beyond
the pandemic. The data
shows workers want that
flexibility; it’s also good
for your bottom line,
serves as a recruitment
and retention tool, and
opens opportunities for
global talent.

5.

Break down borders.
Cross-border recruitment
is key to accessing global
talent and skillsets that
might be limited in your
local candidate pool.
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From cutting-edge technologies to award-winning services, AgileOne has the expertise to provide true total
talent management with access to world-class workforce solutions and technologies configured to meet your
unique enterprise needs. We are minority/woman-owned, with operations across the globe.

CONTACT

Services:
• Managed services program (MSP)
• Recruitment process outsourcing (RPO)
• Vendor management system (VMS)

Torrance, California 90504

• Direct sourcing
• Science, technology, engineering, math (STEM) recruiting
• Payroll & contractor validation services (AllSourcePPS)

1999 West 190th Street
info@agile1.com

agile-one.com

